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Our Skills Challenge Award 
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The items listed below form part of the Our Skills Challenge badge 
which Cubs can complete at home. Please indicate which items they 
have completed and return to Bettina or Stuart. 
 
1. Try two new sports or physical activities at least once.  

Some possible physical activities are listed in the badge requirements, but the list is endless. 
Any physical activity that is new to the Cub is acceptable – the aim is to encourage them to try 
something new and find something that they enjoy. 
You could try: 

• tennis 
• dance 
• basketball 
• tai chi. 
•       
•       

 
2. Take part in three activities to help you be healthy, like (please provide details): 

The three activities should be from three different areas, and anything this is about keeping fit 
and healthy counts. Some examples include cooking and comparing healthy and unhealthy 
foods, seeing how heart rate and breathing are affected by exercise (including games), inviting 
visitors to the pack (eg. doctors, dentists, local sportspeople), making collages of organs and 
parts of the body, creating a human skeleton from cut out pieces, or keeping a sleep diary. 
Areas 

• healthy eating 
• exercise 
• learning how the human body works 
• another activity agreed with your leader. 

Activities 
•       
•       
•       
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3. Pick two creative things to try, and show your leader what you’ve done.  

Some examples of creative activities are given in the badge requirements, and others could 
include writing a poem, using paint, crayons or collage to create a picture, making a model or 
creative toy, making a short video or decorating cakes in an artistic way. Cubs should be 
encouraged to think creatively and follow their own thoughts and ideas – as such an activity 
which is about following instructions, making something from a kit or copying others without 
scope for their own creativity would not count. You could: 

• write a short story 
• make a model 
• take some photos and use them to tell a story 
• be part of a play or sketch. 
•       

•       
 
4. Learn and use at least four of these skills: 

The skills listed are all skills used in everyday life around the home, and anything of a similar 
level of difficulty could also be used. Make sure that Cubs are appropriately supervised by an 
adult when doing these things, and that care is taken when providing food and detergents as 
some children may have allergies. These skills could be undertaken whilst on a normal meeting 
night or on camp, or could be completed at home and pictures brought in. 

• sew on a button or badge 
• make cakes, bread, biscuits or something similar 
• oil a bicycle chain, change a wheel or fit lights 
• make a cup of tea or coffee, then wash up afterwards 
• lay a table for a meal 
• peel potatoes or other vegetables 
• iron your scarf 
• change a lightbulb, in a table or standard lamp 
• clean a window 
• tidy and clean your bedroom 
• another similar home skill agreed with your leader. 
•       
•       
•       
•       

 
 

Signed      


